TVPB newsletter: June 2008

Wedding of the Century:
Congratulations to Poppy and unda who finally got
“Hitched” recently in a “private” ceremony. 30
bashers gate-crashed the event to wish the happy
couple well (and mainly to throw uncooked rice at
unda!!!) Poppy looked radiant in her flowery
wedding outfit, whilst unda looked like …well
“unda”!!! The wedding day went smoothly with
Blaster yet again falling asleep…of the wedding
consummation Poppy described it as “nontechnical or demanding, more of a gentle
undulation! Unda’s response was “Maxin it could
have risked a sudden dislocation which I didn’t
want on the first night!” (we think he was talking
about his new hip)

Newsletter written for the TVPB
by the bash birds including
write- ups on bash antics, useful
tips, gossip and much, much
more….
If you have any comments or
information please email:
annareffell@yahoo.co.uk all
information will be treated in the
strictest confidence!!!

Bobbi Ball’s done it
again! He’s only managed
to drink the mayor of
Sidbury’s beer…of this
incident the mayor was
heard to say “quick get the
police somebody has drunk
my pint” to the dungeon
with him I say”
At this point
Bobbi ball & Buck
2 were heard to
say “Quick the
culprit left out
the back door” as
they fled through
the front door!
Bothways “off-road”
cycling tips

The King Of Love’s chat-up lines:
For all you lonely, timid female cyclists out there its
leap year so the king of love is at hand to help you
become irresistible to the opposite (or same) sex!
No 4: Is that a carbon one-bolt seat post in your
pocket or are you just pleased to see me?

No 5: When manoeuvring
through “rock gardens” wear
maximum protection; walk
slowly & carefully using
extreme caution if wet &
slippery…Think Bobbi ball’s
fingers!!
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Is Pottsie a secret James Bond fan? Shinpads (our
roving reporter) thinks he is, she has recently spent hours
analysing the bashers names and has found this interesting link
between the names and James Bond films:
Past and present Bond Bashers!
♦ Dr. ‘Noah’
♦ From Russia with ‘Love Joy’
♦ G’oldfarter’
♦ Thunder‘BobbieBall’
♦ You only live twice
♦ Onon her majesty’s secret service
♦ ‘Diamond lil’s’ are forever
♦ Live and let ‘Dirty Die’
♦ The ‘Broken man’ with the golden gun
♦ The spy ‘Hugo’ loved me
♦ Moon‘wan’ker
♦ For your eyes only
♦ Octop‘uzzi’
♦ A view ‘to scoops’ a kill
♦ ‘Ken the (rave’) living daylights
♦ Licensed to ‘kill Kenny’
♦ Golden‘Birdseye’
♦ Tomorrow never dies
♦ The world is ‘not rubber’ enough
♦ Die another ‘may day’
♦ Bashino Realale!
♦ Quantum of ‘mustang’ solace
There appears to be 3 films without a link to a basher: has he
forgotten these? Or should nameless new bashers beware!!

Bashers that are crashers: Ouch I bet this hurt!!!! Bobbi
ball came a cropper when he didn’t quite make a rocky down hill
at cheesy cheddar:: of the accident Bobbi Bal said “I just
couldn’t decide what route to take” (now there’s a surprise!!)

Wiffy’s sweet
reminiscence!!!
It was my first time
ever
And I'll never forget
I'd do it again
Without a single
regret.
The sky was dark
The moon was high
We were all alone
Just she and I.
Her hair was soft
Her eyes were blue
I knew just what
She wanted to do.
Her skin so soft
Her legs so fine
I ran my fingers
Down her spine.
I didn't know how
But I tried my best
I started by placing
My hands on her
breast.
I remember my fear
My fast beating
heart
But slowly she
spread
Her legs apart.
And when I did it
I felt no shame
All at once
The white stuff
came.
At last it's finished
It's all over now
It was my first time
ever
At milking a cow...
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BASH PAGE 3 STUNNA!

Faggots - an environmentally friendly totally green extreme
mountain biker. He loves the feel of adrenaline whilst
maxing it down awesome death defying drop-offs. However
girls if you want to impress him he complements a meal of
peas & gravy very well!!
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Debacle’s short term memory loss: concerns are being raised about
Debarcle’s memory loss. He recently turned up for a ride with his bike minus his seat
& seat post..on thinking careful he remembered he had “left it in the caravan for safe
keeping…so had he actually forgotten his seat & post or the caravan?..to help him in
future we have devised a packing list for all bash rides:
Debacle’s bike packing list:
x1 Frame
x2 wheels+ x2 tyres+ x2 inner tubes (-holes)
x1 chain + set
x2 Discs+ x2 disc pads
x2 pedals
x1 rear + 1 front derailer
x1 seat + seat post
Handle bars
x1 pair shoes
x1 helmet
x1pair shorts/trousers/padded under garment
x1 top
Yourself

The Phantom of the pedal
Bashers - or is it the monster
from the bog emerging? (I think
Manky looks better than usual!!)

For any other bashers
suffering this type of
forgetfulness this list
can be used by simply
changing debacles
name with their own

Bird’s Bike
maintenance tips:
Find a Man to do it for
you!…….
Otherwise….
If a lack of lubrication has
caused your nuts to seize
up in a tight place try
slipping a saw blade
behind the back of the
nuts and saw gently but
firmly until the nuts are
finally released.. If good
access is available make
2 diagonal cuts, open up
the slots with a cold chisel
and hammer…usually
your nuts will fall apart at
this point….
If this fails contact Aunt
Sally who is very good at
lubricating small parts!:
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Tour Gossip:
Dusty & Snakey’s Easter weekend: what a weekend!!! A group of hardy bashers
spent the Easter weekend at the base camp of Snowdon, they endured below freezing
conditions, gale force winds, blizzards, hail, rain and sunshine!!!!..most in vans but a
few in tents!! (One basher admitted to having problems maintaining his rigid erection
over night… the softening of the structure could be linked to the extreme wind and
wetness he suffered throughout the night)
Some of the hardier (stupid) bashers ventured up Snowdon on Friday to “max it” down
in “shocking” conditions with limited visibility and frozen appendages (fingers!!). The
campsites turned into a quagmire with the even most harden campervanners
succumbing to the soft grass and sinking!!! Fortunately a cheerful farmer came to the
rescue in his tractor pulling them out the next day! Bothways required “jump starting”
(by 3 different male bashers on separate occasions) each morning to get her “going”.
However the cycling was awesome, lots of single track paths around the edge of
mountain: some technical and some flowing, the evenings were spent consuming food
& drink (with Gary finding his appetite far outweighed the “mighty welsh mixed grill”). A
bril weekend was spent by all, despite the weather..well done to the organisers.

Dandys dinky dix tour: A “variety” of bashers headed over to Dandy’s abode in the
sunnier climate of France. Some cycled from the ferry port and some drove cycling
back to a pre arranged rendezvous for food, drink then to complete the cycle to the
house with the hardier bashers. Unfortunately one basher required “rescuing” by the
“support vehicle” due to ill fitting multiple undergarments resulting in a very “sore arse”
(no names mentioned but his “balls” were sore too!!). The tour experienced a mini
French heatwave…GREAT…allowing evening meals outside, warm sunny cycles but
unfortunate for 1 “hot” basher who brought only cold weather cycling kit !!! Old Fart
made a welcome reappearance spending a couple of flatulent day cycling with the
troops! The cycling was as usual great, mud appeared to be a cause for concern to
Dandy who when seeing a path full of mud visibly shivered with fear and turned the
group around to find “an alternative track to avoid getting muddy”…Wimp!!!
Mayday was a cause for concern, once trying to push Bothways off her bike into a
puddle and a more serious assault on Bobbi ball- who was happily cycling along
without a care in the world when Mayday deliberately force him off the road- his
defence (as he was picking bobbi ball up off the ground) was “I was led astray by old
fart and alcohol again”. Where was Manky in all this? He was cycling back to find his
GPS that was lost!!!!(actually he had forgotten it in the previous pub!). A sinister side to
Heidi emerged when he was found to be an extremely bad looser at UNO! Buck-2
again provided gourmet cuisine which was appreciated as all the pre-arranges lunch
stops appeared to lack the prearranged food!!!
Many thanks to both Dandy & Katrina for possibly the best dinky tour yet!
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Main Tour 2008: Italy: A smaller than usual but highly selective group of
bashers (including 2 non-cyclists- Morgan & Liz) ventured to Italy on Timotei’s final
tour…and what a final tour it was- the three groups: free riders, XC and Roadies
were well catered for, Timotei was heard to say “the single track was some of the
best he had ever ridden”, the XC’s had great flowing semi technical downs with
“brilliant “ (according to Bothways) mountain climbs and the roadies had “fantastic”
road rides, with elongated well lubricated “lunch stops” followed by lifts back up the
mountain home! Each group had plenty of “up lifts” the Free riders did have
descent in the ranks when they were made to do one mountain climb..it was
decided that “free riders only go down”. Kamakazie Joe managed to wreck yet
another biking superbly jumping off a rock buckling the front wheel… fortunately
“dad” was at hand to do yet another “arkle” repair by jumping on it till it straighten!
The XC’s had a multitude of mechanicals throughout the week with Bothways
loosing her “bounce” at the start of the holidays- thanks to the guides for finding it
again! and Bobbi ball cycling his usual “wreck” of a bike for the whole week!
Duncan requiring one rehab day in the XC group to recover from a hand
injury…during this day he was heard to offer not rubber “a mouth full of his nuts to
munch on whilst riding”- rubbers answer was ********! The guides were all great;
they showed excellent knowledge of the environment and tracks. Speaking for the
XC group, the rides were lead with enthusiasm and a great deal of patience by Jo
& Adie whilst getting even the least confident off roader of the group down a flight
of steps whilst still riding her bike!
We stayed in a “quaint hotel in the Village of Molini run allegedly by descendents of
the last witches that had been executed in the village of Triora above. The food
was “magnificent” according to Fallen Women, 7 course meals including snails,
wild boar and plenty of venison…there was even food left over at the end of the
meal (even Kamakazie Joe was fall). The weather was a little “damp” but did not
deter the spirits of the bashers, some even ventured in the sea at San-remo on
their “day off”. The evenings consisted of “waddling” over to the bar opposite for
drink, table top football and connect four!! The last night found the bash being
invited to the “local millionaires” pad for a heavy rock tribute band, copious
amounts of alcohol and dancing into the wee hours of the morning…one non
cyclist found walking to be a little difficult and windy on the way home and Buzzer
& Ken-the-rave had to evict a “squatter” from their room!
So despite the wet weather, the tour was a great success and a second visit (or
first if you didn’t make the tour) is well recommended. WELL DONE TIMOTEI

Caught in the Act….
Diamond Lil
does
snuff in public:
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Comforting Cousin Colin (he’s not dodgey!) is here this issue standing in for Axel
as she’s taking a break, He might be a bit harsh, But he’s still more sympathetic than
our Ed!
Dear comforting Colin, I am just returning to cycling after not having ridden much over
the winter months. I am now worried that my bum looks big in Lycra, what do you
suggest?
Wobbly buxom wench – snail mail.
Colin replies not very comfortingly!
Well lard ass, what do you expect ‘no pain no gain’ & get yourself some Baggies. But
look on the bright side you will always have some where to park you bike!
Dear comforting Colin;
My boyfriend has a single-track mind; he can’t stop thinking about it! He talks all the
time about smelly rings, the bra and panties run, the dogs bollocks (that’s worrying me
the most!) & finding new rides all over the country.
Am I loosing him and should I get myself tested at the clinic?
Confused non-Haldon rider.
Colin replies - somewhat dodgely actually!
Get your own back, test him by talking about your hard tail, G spot, or how he only has
6 inches of travel so mustn’t get carried away.

Lost and Found: Driving Licence:

could the owner please contact either

Pottsie or Paignton Zoo
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Government health warning:
To much extreme off road headbanging causes this!!!

Contact your local psychiatric hospital and if necessary
approach with extreme caution

Viagra

is now
available in powder form
for your tea.
It doesn't enhance your
sexual performance but it
does stop your biscuit
going soft.

Scandal: Mustang sally offers curly haired
bashers a blow-job: Its true…mustang sally was
heard to invite a fellow basher round to “her place”
for a “blow job”. It appears she prefers curly haired
bashers to straight hair as the “blow job” of the
curly variety is more challenging. It appears in
recent weeks that the male bashers are favouring
the “permed” look!!!!
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For sale:

Following recently
published research into the size of
a male penis, it has come to light
that many of the male bashers are
sadly falling short of the full
average 6.2 inches or (157mm).
To help all bashers meet the
national penis average size the
TVPB has joined forces with the
local government agencies to
promote this easy to use penis
enlarger. It comes hand wrapped
in a large brown box with easy to
understand instructions at a knock
down price of £19.99 plus free box
of tissues whilst stocks last. For
exceptional results use well
lubricated 3 times a day for the
next 20 years and you will end up
hung like a donkey

OLD R.J
R.J is 92 living in a OAP home. Each night
after dinner, RJ shuffles to the secluded
garden to sit, listen to music & reminisce
over his long life.
One evening, Mustang (now aged 86),
wanders by. They chat for several hours
then RJ turns to Mustang saying "Do you
know sex is what I miss most of all?"
"SEX!!" she exclaims-"Why you old devil,
you couldn't get it up if I held a gun to your
head!"
"I know," says RJ wistfully "but it would be
nice if you could just hold it for a while."
"Ok" says Mustang eagerly unzipping his
trousers, once she located his manhood
she held it tightly. Afterwards, they met
secretly every night for Mustang to hold
RJ’s manhood.
Then, one night, RJ didn't show up at their
usual meeting place.
Alarmed Mustang went to find him, whilst
searching around the OAP home she
found him sitting by the pool with an old
hasher, who was holding RJ’s manhood!
Furious, Mustang yelled, "You two-timing
Bastard! ----- What does she have that I
don't have?"
Old RJ smiled happily and replied,
"Parkinson's..
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